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Across
4. Magnus was paid to guard a cargo ship filled with
this.
6. Alec feels weird without his _______ rune.
8. Name of Magnus' speakeasy
11. Magnus' coffee cup says 'BETTER THAN
_______'
13. Magnus locks vampires in here for detox.
16. Will calls on this person to help make James feel
better.
19. Magnus has to loan this to Alec
20. Magnus caused a _____ stampede
24. James Herondale was dared to shoot this
26. Magnus gives this person a ruby necklace to
commemorate their love
28. Camille Belcourt sent this vampire to warn Magnus
in the 1920's
29. Magnus was chased by this through the rain
forests of Peru.
30. Discovered these in Peru centuries before
mundanes
32. When Raphael can wear this a whole night, he
knows he is ready.
33. Magnus glamours this famous royalty. First and
last name
38. Can't think of a birthday present for this person.
40. Several of these are left for Magnus at the end of
TBC
41. Alec and Magnus help control a new ____
42. Edmund Herondale helps save her from a carriage
attack
43. Performers on the train sing the '____ song'

Down
1. James Herondale yelled '____ embrace me as your
king!'.
2. Magnus summons this demon for a second time.
The first time was with Will Herondale.
3. Bought this because Alec didn't like him stealing.
5. Izzy gives this to Magnus. Her _______
7. Vampire from Hungary. First and last name.
9. Raphael becomes good friends with this warlock.
First and last name.
10. Magnus' cat when Clary was a toddler
12. Tells Magnus to let in Jocelyn. First name.
14. Contacts Magnus to preform a spell on her ward.
First and last name.
15. This helps Magnus escape while in Paris
17. Magnus convinces this person to erase some of
his memories
18. Alec was late for his date because he was ______
with Jace
21. “Magnus Bane, High Warlock of Brooklyn and
______ champion.”
22. Enchants this for Izzy
23. The NYC club that vampires love.
25. Hears the screams of when getting Marks stripped
off. First and last name.
27. Magnus asks if Clary is part this.
28. Mundanes outside the club think Alec and Magnus
are ____
31. Magnus took music lessons to learn how to play
this instrument
34. The Morgensterns through these out after a
meeting with Downworlders.
35. Magnus makes a promise to Raphael's ______
36. Magnus tried to flirt with his own ____ in Peru
37. _____ eyes are a token of James' infernal blood.
39. Magnus' music teacher/lover

